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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Detection of Background Seismic Noise on Selected Digital Broadband Network
Stations:Tarutung Earthquake

Abstract— An assessment of the ambient seismic noise for four broadband GFZ stations
is presented. However, the earthquake monitoring and detection purposes in the
Northern Sumatra vicinity are crucial to know the seismic ambient noise tiers certified by
way of a community of seismic stations.
In this case, we used the Power Spectral Density and Probability Density Function
(PSDPDF) methods to computed using waveform records from January 2019 for nine
days and allows the use of data diseased with Tarutung earthquake with Magnitude 4.8
befell on 15 January 2019 when an excessive noise stage is observed. Based on the
result, the noise at GSI station has low strength than BKNI, MNAI and PMBI station while
the probability will increase at excessive frequencies.
The cultural noise in human undertaking generates some noise and variability at lengthy
periods is generally certified for earthquake signals process. Keywords—PSDPDF,
performance, background noise, digital broadband, seismic networks I. INTRODUCTION
Seismic monitoring of active tectonic in Tarutung, North Sumatera, Indonesia is critical
for detecting modifications in history digital noise of the seismic network. Unfortunately,
there is no clear relationship between the energy of the earthquake sign and the power
of subsequent tectonic activity.
In this study, we centered to consider the performance of station networks in Northern
Sumatra which recorded waveform primarily based on the Tarutung event, January 2019.
The broadband seismic community had been deployed in Indonesia from 2008 until the
present, the characteristic of broadband community Indonesia deployed from Indonesia
Libra Network, Germany (GFZ), Japan (Jisnet), INA (CTBTO), China (CEA) and different
countries.
The variance of the seismic network will be interesting to the dedication of the match
and an correct earthquake parameter willpower through clustering of earthquake and
seismicity prediction of the tectonic endeavor in Indonesia [1]. In this case, we need to
consider the broadband seismometer in Indonesia by way of pre-processing the digital
waveform in Standard for the Exchange of Earthquake Data (SEED) as an international
preferred layout for digital seismological data in MiniSEED and using binary as Seismic
Analysis Code (SAC).
MiniSEED is the subset of SEED general that is files _ordinarily include waveform data,
dataless SEED files only metadata for the time collection [2], [3]. The SAC is a typical
time series information for the study of sequential alerts in seismology. The overall
performance of the broadband seismic network in digital seismic stations in Sumatra
Region can be evaluated at a quintessential point in the building has to satisfy

conflicting requirements an infrastructure and low ambient seismic noise.
The seismic-resistant building had been evaluated for the structural overall performance
level based totally on the impact of earthquakes forces [4]. The background noise
depends on the geological condition and lack of noise sources [5], [6]. The
characterizing source of background noise and signal at the seismic stations will thus
describe coming from several different sources from cultural noise, earthquakes, and
system artifacts [7], [8] .
After more than 10 years of operation and with the current status of five working
stations in the Sumatra region, a review of the detectability performance of the stations
became essential. The main aim study is to evaluate of performance of some of GFZ
station which deployed in Sumatra based on the characterizing source of noise and
signal with vertical components of waveform. II.
DATA AND METHODS The research focuses on identifying the problem of the lookup
region in Tarutung, North Sumatera, Indonesia, gathering the raw records from selected
the broadband seismic community in Sumatera. After that, inspecting the performance
of seismic station using the PSDPDF methods. There are five seismic GFZ stations had
been deployed in Sumatra Island, BKNI, GSI, LHMI, MNAI, and PMBI [9]–[11].
In the introduced study, the ambient seismic noise in four digital GFZ stations BKNI, GSI,
MNAI, and PMBI is analyzed with the aid of using digital data from January 2019 in
Table I. The data in general mini seed and SAC format. The selected station is chosen for
analyzing the have an effect on on the history noise and file of the earthquake in
January 2019.
The traits impact of the seismic noise calculated the power spectral densities (PSD) of

history noise at station community in Sumatra for four broadband BMKG-IA station of
three-component (North (N)-South (S), East (E) – West (W), and Vertical (V). Also, they
measure the received consequences with the new high/low-noise model
(NHNM/NLNM) of Peterson model [12]. TABLE I.SELECTED BAROADBAND
SEISMOMETERS INSTALLED WITH THEIR CO-ORDINATED LOCATION AND ELEVATION
IN SUMATRA, INDONESIA Station Name _Code _Latitude _Longitude _Elevati on _Sens
or _ _Bangkinang, Riau, Indonesia _BKNI _0.3264167 _101.039638 _65 _STS- 2/ 3C _
_Gunung Sitoli, Nias, Sumatera Utara, Indonesia _GSI _1.3036 _97.5754 _96 _STS- 2/3C _
_Manna, Bengkulu, Indonesia _MNAI _-4.36048 _102.95571 _154 _STS- 2/3C _
_Palembang, Sumatera Selatan, Indonesia _PMBI _-2.90243 _104.69925 _25 _STS- 2/3C _
_ The four broadband seismic stations in Table I, contain the same types of broadband
sensor with data acquisition systems continually sampling at 20 samples per second. A.
Identifying Problem of Tarutung Event The earthquake in Tarutung brought on by
means of the activity of the Sumatra Fault Zone and in Toru segment. Tarutung is a
viable geothermal was controlled through both the Sumatra fault device and younger
arc volcanism. / Fig. 1. The event of Tarutung Earthquake, January15, 2019.
In this study, we targeted to pick out and monitoring the seismic station which deployed
in Sumatra fault from GFZ and had been recorded the waveform on 15 January 2019 as
shown in Fig 1. Fig. 1 shows the 5 installed stations and described the Tarutung event,
January 15, 2019. In this case, we solely used four stations which recorded the waveform
data. Fig. 2 indicates the waveform of the seismic sign recorded at GFZ station.
In this case, we use the seed row information and we convert to SAC with three
components _ SHE, SHN and SHZ. The Table II suggests the predominant earthquake
and aftershock in Tarutung event in January 2019. / Fig. 2. The waveform recorded with
station seismic BKNI, GSI, LHMI, MNAI and PMBI sensor. B. Methods Fig. 2 indicates the
waveform of the seismic sign recorded at GFZ station.
In this case, we use the seed row information and we convert to SAC with three
components SHE, SHN and SHZ. The Table II suggests the predominant earthquake and
aftershock in Tarutung event in January 2019 [7], [12]. The most communal approach for
approximating a PSD for stationary unsystematic seismic statistics creates use of the
discrete Fourier transform.
This approach computes a PSD the usage of a finite-range Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
of the special facts and is effective for its computational effectiveness [6]. The
finite-range Fourier renovate of a periodic time series y(t) is given by Eq. 1. / (1) (2) / (3)
/ (4) / (5) The is the length of the time sequence segment, and f is frequency.

For employment on a computer the discrete FFT is needed, where Fourier frequency
factors, , are defined as Eq. 2. For = k/Nt when k = 1, 2, . . . , N -1, where t is the sample
intermission and N is the number of samples in each time series segment, N = /t. Using
the Fourier segments as defined by [13], the total PSD assessment [14] is defined as the
regularized square of each component in Eq. 3.
This PSD expansion is then repetitive for each of the 13 dispersed time series parts
described in the pre-processing section. After that, the segment PSD estimates are
complete, PSD estimations are then averaged for the 13 separate time segments. As is
ostensible from Eq. 3, the total power, , is the amplitude spectrum in square with a
normalization factor of 2t/N.
The standardization factor is common practice in seismology to arrive at physical units
of acceleration. Next, the PSD estimate, ,

is corrected to account for the 10% cosine taper applied earlier in the pre-processing
section. Pre-Processing Data Earthquake Signal (MiniSEED) Convert Data to SAC, Vertical
Component *HZ Frequency Analysis _discussed in the preceding section.
Next, we describe how to combine these numerous PSDs into a single long-term
PSDPDF visualization. First, to condense the facts storeroom necessities of the PSDs and
simplify the visualization of the data, full-octave geometric skill are taken in 1/8 octave
intervals [20], [21].
While this smoothing step reduces computation time and information storage
requirements, it does have the downside of disposing of some detail, such as smoothing
out the excellent shape of the microseisms. This smoothing step is repeated for each
PSD estimate, resulting in probably hundreds of decimated PSD estimates for each
station/component pair.
The PDF for a given middle period, Tc, can be estimated in Eq. 5. Where NPTc is the
wide variety of spectral approximations that fall into a 1-dB electricity bin, P, having a
center duration Tc. Nctc is the complete quantity of spectral estimates over all powers
having a center period.
A wealth of seismic noise statistics might also be bought from the ensuing statistical
view of

Compute power of each segment Compute Average Power for the 1 hour interval
Optimal Time and Frequency Selection by Look for Model Configuration Performance
Spectral Waveform, Display and /or store PSDPDF _Time and Frequency Test Set
Performance Power Waveform Smooth, Display Store _these accumulated PSDs. The
plan illustrates of movement imagery classification the usage of PSDPDF methods.
As is shown there are several steps in every phase such us pre- processing in amassed
waveform, frequency analysis via using FFT and compute the average power, and
smoothing by ultimate time and frequency and overall performance of waveform based
totally on PSDPDF. III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION The result of this study, exhibit how the
PSDPDF improves the visualization of spectrum important points by way of mapping
various and overlapping PSDs into a probability distribution.
The method starts with an instrument-corrected vertical thing of motion displacement
seismic time series, in this learn about the usage of waveform from channel GFZ station
with vertical channel. A. BKNI Sensor Network Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows the history seismic
noise recorded at station BKNI represented via the probability density feature (PDF) of
the energy spectral density (PSD) of floor motion.
The PSDPDF for seismic facts channel GE.BKNI.SHZ (Fig. 3) carries good sized element at
the quick and long periods that is obscured by numerous overlapping of PSDs however
with no trouble visualized in the PSDPDF.

Fig. 3. The flow chart above illustrates the steps of the designed PSDPDF.
For through comparison to the original standard NLNM baseline [12], the PSD estimate,
, is converted to units of decibels (dB) concerning acceleration (m/s2)2/Hz with the eq. 4.
The PSD method described above is useful for evaluating the amplitude-frequency
distribution of a finite- length time series. Seismologists use these PSDs in severa
applications estimating the spectral content material of a floor motion for particular
transient earthquakes and to learn about the characteristics of non-earthquake seismic
power [15]–[19].
Below we describe the technique used to visualize the spectral content material of floor
motions over longer periods using a likelihood density function (PDF) of the PSDs. To
estimate the long-term variant of seismic ambient noise at a given station, we generate
a PDF from doubtlessly hundreds of PSDs processed using the approach _/ Fig. 4.
PSDPDF of station BKNI.SHZ. The PSDPDF of station BKNI..SHZ concept for nine days
(383 segments) gridded for the PDF calculation. The dashed line in Fig.
4 shows the NLNM and NHMN.

/ Fig. 5. The variation of the vertical-component PSDPDF distributions BKNI stations. The
lifestyle noise can be extensively reduced when the station if a way from roads or the
station seismic is positioned in boreholes, caves or tunnels. In Fig. 5 the low likelihood of
the earthquake and aftershocks in the power distribution is without difficulty important
through comparison of the distribution. B.
GSI Seismic Network Fig. 6 shows the result of PSDPDF which respectively plotted in
energy amplitude (dB) versus intervals (s). The amplitude of historical past noise at every
period that influences seismic recording at every GSI..SHZ station, buying a light color
pattern in the graph. Fig. 6. PSDPDF of GSI..SHZ station. The higher balck solid line in
each graphs in Fig. 7 exhibit the NLNM and NHMN. The result of the PSDPDF in
GSI..SHZ station (Fig.
7) proven the amplitude ranging from – 170 dB to – 90 dB. / Fig. 7. The variation of the
vertical-component PSDPDF distributions GSI stations. The segments stick closely to the
NLNM line, its imply that the GSI..SHZ has a low background noise. The highest _top of
the imply carried out for the duration of durations between 2-10 seconds (0.2 – 1 Hz). C.
MNAI Seismic Network Probability density characteristic (PDF) of the energy spectral
density (PSD) of the heritage noise recorded at station MNAI, channel SHZ (vertical). The
evaluation concerns information recorded by means of the broadband STS-2 sensor
from 09 January through 17 January 2019. The backside row shows the data used in the
analysis: inexperienced patches represent accessible data, crimson patches symbolize
gaps in streams that were introduced to the PSD, and blue patches characterize the
single PSD measurements that go into the histogram.
The station of MNAI has a lower noise stage at longer periods compared to the noise
degree at shorter periods. At all frequencies the noise is between the low noise stage
and the high noise level [6], [12]. There is a full-size variability in the noise at all
frequencies. The noise variability at long periods is usually qualified to earthquake alerts
and atmospheric processes [22].
The variability of seismic noise at greater frequencies is commonly attributed to human
activities and wind. This plot was once generated with ObsPy [23]. The PSDPDF of
MNAI..SHZ station represented between NHMN and NLMN. / Fig. 8. PSDPDF of
MNAI..SHZ station. The spectra in Fig. 8 show the profile of the maximal recorded levels,
while the average of the waveform data in time series more closely reflected the mode.
Fig. 9.
The variation of the vertical-component PSDPDF distributions of MNAI station. The

amplitude background noise in Fig. 9 ranging from -180 dB to – 100 dB, with PDF about
10 – 25 %. The segment MNAI. SHZ station sticks closely to NHLMN. The result of
PSDPDF, in this case, has a high background noise.

D. PMBI Sensor Network The PSDPDF of PMBI..SHZ station in Fig.
[10-11] respective plotted in the power amplitude (dB) versus seconds (s). Fig. 10 shown
the spectral probability closer to the upper line or NHMN. The calculated of PSDPDF in
this case, performed the frequency spectral and the profile of the maximal recorded
levels. / Fig. 10. PSDPDF of PMBI..SHZ station. _IV. CONCLUSIONS The evaluation of the
background noise stage at the chosen station of GFZ station is presented.
The waveform data used in this study are now not screened out for the Tarutung
earthquakes and instrumental failures. The PSDPDF strategies had been implemented in
the computation of historical past noise. The level of heritage noise as well as the full
range aspect influencing the fine of waveform data.
The PSDPDF of GSI station is similar to NLMN in frequency 2-10 s. For the BKNI, MNAI
and PMBI stations are similar to NHNM, the PSDPDF estimation around the double
frequency is with 1-20 s background noise. The find out about of historical past noise
stage indicates that the selected station is located at the most fabulous websites and
very exact performance of the new broadband seismometer in Sumatra Region.
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In PSDPDF of PMBI..SHZ station in Fig. 11 shown the amplitudes ranging from – 180 dB
to – 85 dB. The PDF about 5 - 30 %. The highest peak of mean archived during periods
between 1 – 20 seconds (0.1 – 2 Hz). / Fig. 11.
The variation of the vertical-component PSDPDF distributions of PMBI station. The
PSDPDF in all stations in a period including the earthquake on 15 January 2019,
computed with nine days (383 segments). The background noise spectrum between 120 s, with recorded by very broadband seismometer – STS- 2). There are no gaps in the
periods of all stations in this study.
The gaps can be represented in the period in the green patches to indicated the
available data. Compare to each station array, we expected that the sensors places in
different vault types would contrast noise levels by PSDPDF estimated. The low
background noise level indicated of GSI..SHZ station and other stations in MNAI..SHZ,
PMBI..SHZ and BKNI..SHZ stations have the highest background noise level. Both of all
seismic sensors, the P wave detected in frequency 2-10 seconds. The small magnitude
earthquake (M 4.8) is the most sensitive to the noise level in the 0.5-10 Hz frequency
band, which dominated by cultural noise sources such as cars and equipment.
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